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Abstract: Despite the rapid development of the resilient packet ring (RPR) technology, the available bandwidth allocation algorithms for RPR networks do not provide satisfactory solutions to meet their performance requirements. To attack this problem, this paper proposes an algorithm, which we call the distributed bandwidth fair allocation (DBFA) algorithm, that achieves the key RPR performance goals, i.e., fairness, high utilization and spatial reuse. The algorithm is distributed and uses a simple proportional control mechanism to allocate bandwidth among competing flows in a weighted manner. In order to realize global coordination on the entire RPR ring, one global control packet traverses around the ring to make every node on the ring dynamically adjust its sending rate, so it eventually achieves its fair share of the ring bandwidth. As a result, global fairness as well as high utilization and maximal spatial reuse over the RPR ring can be achieved. Simulation results verify the satisfactory performance of the DBFA algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) [1], [2], [3] IEEE 802.17 standard is a new network structure and data transport technology for the ring metropolitan area networks (RMANs). The RPR network is based on a dual-ring topology. RPR is the successor of earlier technologies such as SONET, Gigabit Ethernet, DQDB and FDDI, which have been previously used in metropolitan networks. The predecessors of RPR have had their own respective shortcomings, which have hindered their use as metropolitan networks. RPR, however, overcomes many of their shortcomings and inherits their advantages. RPR is efficient, robust and economically attractive, so it is also considered the primary technology
for the next metro IP networks.

Unlike token ring [4], the data transmission through an RPR node does not depend on whether it holds the token or not and the RPR provides destination release of the data traffic. Therefore, spatial reuse [5]-[8] can be achieved in RPR to better utilize the ring bandwidth. Unfortunately, the ability of the most current RPR algorithms [9 - 11] to achieve their desired objectives (fairness, high utilization and spatial reuse) simultaneously is limited.

A known problem in aforementioned Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols is that a node may starve its downstream nodes. To solve this problem, the RPR standard defines a fairness policy that the upstream nodes must inject traffic at a rate according to the downstream congestion situation. Two well-known modes, namely Aggressive Mode (AM) [6], [10], [11] and Conservative Mode (CM) [9], [11], are used in most RPR algorithms. However, the mechanism for assigning rates at each of the modes is not optimal and may lead to severe oscillations and hence performance degradation. Inheriting the mechanisms of AM and CM, the distributed virtual-time scheduling in ring (DVS-R) [7, 8, 12] scheme achieves better performance than AM and CM by better rate allocation assignment.

All these algorithms have one common mechanism that the rate adjustments are controlled by feedback based on reaction to congestion somewhere, so why not make the adjustment as early as possible instead of waiting for the congestion to occur. Obtaining such information earlier will reduce oscillations and achieve better performance [13]. In this paper, we implement a controller into our algorithm so that the rate adjustment is based on the congestion state of the system and may further satisfy stability requirements by choosing the proper parameters. This detail is, however, been omitted due to space limit.

We introduce a new algorithm termed *distributed bandwidth fair allocation* (DBFA), which is designed to achieve the RPR key performance requirements. The algorithm, which is performed at all RPR nodes in a distributed way, uses a simple proportional control mechanism to allocate the link bandwidth among all the competing flows crossing this link in a weighted manner. In order to realize global coordination on the entire RPR ring, we propose to use a certain control packet that runs around the ring to collect load information on every node. The collected information is written into the control packet in a common field which we call *fairness control field* (FCF). In our RPR dual-ring topology, we propose to have two opposite directional control packets - one on each ring. The control packet on one ring controls the data traffic on the other ring. As the control packet propagates along the ring, each node on the ring uses the information from the FCF and dynamically adjusts its sending rate and eventually reaches its fair share of the ring bandwidth. As a result, we achieve global fairness as well as high utilization, maximal spatial reuse and stability.

![Figure 1. The data traffic process in the RPR node](image-url)
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the characteristics of RPR networks and show how data traffic is processed in RPR nodes. In Section 3, we present the DBFA algorithm in detail. Simulation results that demonstrate the superiority of DBFA are presented in Section 4. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS

In an RPR network, each node can act either as a source node that sends data, or as a destination node that receives (removes) data or as a switch node to transit the data traffic, and buffers are available in the RPR nodes for temporary storage of these data traffic streams. Figure 1 describes the data traffic process for an RPR node.

In Figure 1, traffic originated from a source node is called transmit traffic, traffic removed by this node is called drop-off traffic, and traffic transited by the node is called transit traffic. The corresponding buffers, namely, Transmit-buffer and Transit-buffer are used for transmit traffic and transit traffic, respectively. These traffic streams are to be processed by processors $P_1$ and $P_2$; the incoming traffic is to be processed by $P_1$, as a result, the drop-off traffic will be separated from the transit traffic and removed by this node. The transit traffic and the transmit traffic are processed by processor $P_2$ before they enter the outgoing link of the node.

One notable issue related to fair bandwidth allocation at a certain link in RPR networks is the desire to fairly control the so-called IA (ingress-aggregated) flow, which is the aggregation of the individual flows originating from the same source node while ending at different destinations. Note this is different from the previous flow-based fairness criterion, in which the traffic granularity for fairness determination on a certain link is the single flow. The other issue is efficiency requirements. While we have full allocated bandwidth on a single link fairly, it must also be done with the entire network in the most efficient way, so as to achieve the so-called spatial reuse to ensure the high utilization on all links. The RPR fair algorithms should be designed to achieve fairness among all the IA flows and maximal spatial reuse over the entire RPR ring.

3. THE DBFA ALGORITHM

The goal of our DBFA algorithm is to achieve fairness and high utilization. The algorithm relies on explicit rate feedback and adopts a known control theory method to adjust the sending rates of flows passing by each link. The operation is distributed and each node performs the bandwidth allocation separately. For each node, the bandwidth on its outgoing link is allocated to the different IA flows that pass by the link in a weighted manner. We use the per-destination controllers to determine the sending rates of the individual flows originating from the same source node. Furthermore, to realize global control and coordination, we use one global control packet, containing the FCF with load information of all the RPR nodes, that rotates around the ring. Specifically, we divide the FCF in the control packet into distinguished FCF sub-fields so that each node has its own FCF sub-field in the
control packet. Each such FCF sub-field has two functions for this node: (i) the one where the node writes its load information, and (ii) the other where the node get the control message to adjust its sending rate. Every time the control packet passes by an RPR node, the relevant FCF sub-field is updated and also the sending rate of this node is adjusted. Let us consider one of the RPR ring nodes, say node \(n\), as an example, to analyze our DBFA algorithm and the operation process of which is illustrated in Figure 2.

As we can see from Figure 2, flow 1, flow 2, \(\ldots\), flow \(m\) are the \(m\) transit flows that pass through node \(n\), and flow \(n\) is the transmit flow originating from node \(n\), note all these flows belong to the IA flow. The control packet is to collect load information and update the relevant FCF sub-field for each node and node \(n\) reads its own FCF sub-field when the control packet reaches it. Recall that there are two opposite directional control packets each of which is in the direction opposite to the data transmission traffic it controls. Buffer-a is used for the transmit traffic and Buffer-p is used for the transit traffic, the P-Controller is used to adjust the rate of the transmit traffic and the transit traffic according to their buffer occupancies. The bandwidth on the outgoing Link \(L\) of this node is shared by these flows in a weighted manner. We distinguish the transit traffic from the transmit traffic that pass through the same node and give certain priority to the former, to ensure the data transmission along the ring is successfully done. Specifically, when the occupancy of Buffer-p exceeds its target value, we adjust (reduce) the sending rates of the transit traffic through the explicit rate feedback to the source nodes, and reallocate more bandwidth on link \(L\) to the transit traffic streams simultaneously. This way, we ensure that the transit traffic streams that pass through this node without loss as well as without starving the node itself. We adopt the proportional controller to control the rate of the transit/transmit traffic according to their buffer occupancies, which can be described as follows

\[
R(t) = \mu - k(Q(t) - Q_b)
\]

(1)

The above formulation is used to adjust the sending rate for one flow crossing a certain link according to the maximal bandwidth \(u\) allocated to it and its buffer occupancy \(Q(t)\) on the link, \(\tau_b\) is the backward delay from the link to the source of the flow, \(k\) is the control parameter and \(R(t)\) is the allowed sending rate for this flow.

The complete pseudocode of the DBFA algorithm is provided in Figure 3. We first design the following data structure for each IA flow on the ring

**Structure IA_flow**
{  int   number; // the number of single flows within an IA flow  float  Rate; // the total rate for the IA flow  float  rate; // the average rate for the single flow}

Where IA_flow defines the type for an IA flow crossing some link on the RPR ring, both flow; and c_flow; in the algorithm belong to this type and denote the IA flow originating from node i. Specifically, the entity c_flow; is used as the FCF sub-field for node i in the control packet. As a policy, we treat the single flows within an IA flow equally so that each flow is assigned the same weight. The variables in the DBFA algorithm are specified as follows: Q_p(t) is the occupancy of Buffer-p for the m transit flows passing through node n and Q_n(t) is the occupancy of Buffer-a for the transmit flow generated at node n; Q_p and Q_n are the relevant target values for these two buffers. U denotes the capacity of the outgoing link of node n, U_a(t) and U_p(t) are the available bandwidth for the transmit flow and the transit flows, respectively; f is the decreasing factor for U_a(t). R_n1, R_n2, ..., R_nk are the rates of the individual flows originating from node n while terminating at different nodes.

Algorithm DBFA operates in each RPR node in a distributed manner and the running mechanism in each node is the same as in node n. The proportional controller is adopted to adjust the sending rates for the relevant flows. Moreover, the global control packet containing the FCF for all the nodes propagates around the ring and accesses each node at stated periods. Upon receiving the control packet, node n updates its FCF sub-field in the control packet for the other nodes that have flows passing through it, and also adjusts its own sending rate according to its own FCF sub-field.

Under DBFA, bandwidth is firstly allocated among the transit and transmit flows according to their own weights and the link’s capacity, but this allocation is not fixed and should be changed in terms of the congestion state or occupancy in the transit buffer, Buffer-p, when Q_p(t) exceeds its target, we should reduce the bandwidth alloc-

**ALGORITHM DBFA**

Begin
for each flow; // Initialize the FCF in the control packet;  
  c_flow;.Rate ← ∞;  
  c_flow;.number ← 0;
end for
  
  U_n ← U * w_n / (w_n + ∑w_i); // pre-allocate bandwidth for node n  
  U_a(t) ← U_n; // assign the available bandwidth for node n  
  if (Q_p(t) ≥ Q_p) // if the transit buffer becomes congested  
    U_a(t) ← U_n - f * (Q_p(t) - Q_p)); // re-allocate bandwidth for node n
end if  
  
  U_p(t) ← U - U_a(t); // allocate the available bandwidth for transit traffic  
  R_n(t) ← U_a(t) - k_n * (Q_n(t) - Q_n); // calculate the allowed rate for node n  
  flow;.Rate ← R_n(t);  
  R_p(t) ← U_p(t) - k_p * (Q_p(t) - Q_p); // calculate the allowed rate for transit traffic
for each flow;  
  flow;.Rate ← R_p(t) * w_i / ∑w_j; // assign the share for the transit flow  
  flow;.rate ← flow;.Rate / flow;.number;
When the control packet reaching node n // for further adjusting
for each flowi  // update the FCF sub-filed for flowi
    c_flowi.number ← max(flowi.number, c_flowi.number);
    c_flowi.rate ← min(flowi.rate, c_flowi.rate);
end for
for node n     // adjust node n's sending rate (per destination)
    if (flown .Rate < c_flown .Rate)
        Rn1, Rn2, ...Rnk ← flown .rate;
        // get the sending rate for each single flows within flown
    else
        if (flown .number > c_flown .number)
            Rn2 Rn3 ...Rnk ← c_flown .rate;
            // get sending rate for the (k-1) downstream single flows
            Rn1 ← U - c_flown .Rate - \( \sum \) c_flowi .Rate;
            // get sending rate for the up single flow
        else
            Rn1, Rn2, ...Rnk ← c_flown .rate;
        end if
    end if
End
Figure 3. The complete pseudocode of DBFA algorithm

As we can see from the DBFA Algorithm, flowi is the local entity at node n to perform
the bandwidth allocation for node i while c_flowi is the global entity to achieve the final fair
share for node i. Accordingly, the rate determined by proportional controller in an RPR node
is only suitable for the local area, so to reach the global coordination, node n should further
adjust its sending rate according to its own FCF sub-field in the control packet when it arrives
at this node; also the FCF sub-fields in the control packet for the other relevant nodes should
be updated by this node. As the control packet rotates around the RPR ring, all the nodes can
drag its sending rate to the desired fair value, as a result we can achieve the global fairness for
all flows and realize the high utilization on the links and the maximal spatial reuse over the
entire RPR network.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we construct two simulation models to test the performance of our DBFA
algorithm. These two models are as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The model of Figure 4
assigns the same weight for each node, while the model of Figure 5 assigns different weights for each node. Our purpose is to test whether the DBFA algorithm can achieve global fairness, high efficiency and maximal spatial reuse.

Figure 4. The configuration for all RPR nodes with the same weight

Figure 5. The configuration for each node with different weight

The capacity on each link is set to 100 Mbps, we denote the link between node \( n_i \) and node \( n_j \) as the link \((i, j)\) and the data flow originating from node \( n_i \) and ending at node \( n_j \) as flow \((i, j)\), the target value \( Q_p \) for transit buffer (Buffer-p) of each RPR node is set to be 20 packets, while the target value \( Q_n \) for the transmit buffer (Buffer-a) is set to be 30 packets. The delay on each link is 2ms and the total simulation time for each model is set to 200 ms. Suppose all the nodes are greedy, meaning that they always have data to send.

For the simulation model in Figure 4, there are six individual flows, namely flow \((1, 5)\), flow \((1, 2)\), flow \((2, 4)\), flow \((2, 3)\), flow \((3, 4)\), flow \((4, 5)\), and their initial rates are set to be 45 Mbps, 55 Mbps, 25 Mbps, 35 Mbps, 20 Mbps, 40 Mbps, respectively. The sending rate for each flow and the utilization on each link are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

For the simulation model in Figure 5, there are five single flows, namely flow \((1, 2)\), flow \((1, 3)\), flow \((1, 4)\), flow \((2, 4)\) and flow \((3, 4)\), and their initial rates are set to be 40 Mbps, 20 Mbps, 35 Mbps, 30 Mbps and 25 Mbps, respectively. The weights for node \( n_1 \), node \( n_2 \) and node \( n_3 \) are set to be 30, 20 and 10, respectively. The sending rate for each flow and the utilization on each link are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

As we can see from Figures 6 and 7, the three competing flows: flow \((1, 5)\), flow \((2, 4)\), flow \((3, 4)\) get an equal share of the bandwidth on link \((3, 4)\), other flows such as flow \((1, 2)\), flow \((2, 3)\) and flow \((4, 5)\) increase their rates to the maximums so that the bandwidth on link \((1, 2)\), link \((2, 3)\) and link \((4, 5)\) is fully used. As a result, the utilization on every link reaches 100%. Therefore, the performance objectives of fairness, spatial reuse and high utilization for this model are simultaneously realized. In Figures 8 and 9, the three competing flows: flow \((1,
flow (2, 4) and flow (3, 4) on link (3, 4) obtain their fair shares of 50 Mbps, 34 Mbps and 18 Mbps, respectively. While flow (1, 3) and flow (1, 2) obtain their fair shares of 16 Mbps and 33 Mbps, respectively. All these rate allocations lead to the full utilization of the bandwidth on each link. We have demonstrated that all RPR requirements are achieved: fairness, high utilization as well as maximal spatial reuse.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a bandwidth allocation algorithm for RPR networks termed DBFA, which is able to achieve the key performance objectives of RPR networks, i.e., fairness, high utilization and spatial reuse. The algorithm operates at each RPR node in a distributed manner, and the sending rates of various flows passing through a node are controlled by using the well-established proportional control method which is known to provide stability in many cases. We use a rotating global control packet to collect and deliver the fairness control message for every node, in order to achieve the global coordination, fairness and efficiency over the entire RPR ring. Our detailed analysis and simulation results provide evidence for the satisfactory performance of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 6. The rate allocation for the six flows

Figure 7. The utilization on the four links

Figure 8. The rate allocation for the five flows
The utilization on each link

Figure 9. The utilization on the three links